verso - Accessories
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Small parts can be efficiently organised with plastic
boxes, inlay mats and adjustable metal dividers.
Supplied as simple pre-designed kits, or custom
layouts can be created upon request.
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Drawer Divider Kits
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A wide range of accessories for verso cabinets, mobile,
cupboards and benches; allowing you to individually
configure to your specific needs.
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Comprehensive Range
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To create a fully functioning verso cupboard or
cabinet, choose from a selection of internal fittings,
including; perfo and louvre backpanels, hanging rails,
drawer kits, shelves and worktops.
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Internal Options

Create custom configurations by combining verso
bench systems with our wide range of accessories;
including, backpanels, shelves, drawers and hook and
bin kits.

Online Catalogue
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Bench Options
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30mm thick Multiplex or Lino worktops are available
for all verso cabinets and cupboards, as well as top tray
options. Lectern tops provide convenient workstation
solutions.
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External Options
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To view the full range of verso accessories and drawer
divider kits, follow the links to the online product
catalogue which can be found throughout this section.
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verso | Accessories Dividers
Adjustable Metal
Metal Dividers
Dividers
Adjustable
Galvanised metal dividers in a wide range of sizes to suit all
cabinets
All parts are readily adjustable in position allowing 		
individual layouts to be easily created and amended as
requirements change.
Supplied as pre-designed kits for ease of choice. Custom
layouts can be created, please ask for details.

Plastic Boxes
Tough plastic divider boxes in a wide range of sizes and
heights.
All are easily removed to allow use elsewhere and easy
amendment of layout. Labelling kit available.
Supplied as pre-designed kits for ease of choice. Custom
layouts can be created, please ask for details.

Inlay Mats
Quality rubber matting for the drawer base.
Provides a softer, safer base for expensive or delicate items
and can reduce noise especially in mobile applications.
May be used in conjunction with the metal dividers.

For the complete range of verso drawer
accessories please see our online catalogue

qr.bottltd.co.uk/22uk-verso-div
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Steel Shelves

Durable, scuff resistant galvanised steel shelves with 75kg

on smooth action roller bearing slides. A range of dividers

U.D.L.capacity. All shelves are adjustable on 25mm vertical

are available. For 550mm deep cupboards only

pitch.

Multiplex Shelf / Worktop

Three position hanging rail kit for use in 550mm deep 		
cupboards. Adjustable vertically on a 25mm pitch.

adjustable on a 25mm pitch. 75kg U.D.L. capacity.

Steel internal panels for the rear of the 2000mm high x
550mm deep cupboards.
Available in perfo (for tools) and louvre (for bins).
Each panel is 457mm high. Up to four panels may be fitted
in each cupboard.
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(N.B. shelf not included)

25mm multiplex (laminated beech ply) shelf or worktop,
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Hanging Rail
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100, 125mm or 175mm high drawers with 75kg capacity
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Internal Drawer Kit
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(N.B. Panels can not be used behind shelves or drawers)

For the complete range of verso cabinet
accessories please see our online catalogue

seating

qr.bottltd.co.uk/22uk-verso-cab-acc
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Cabinet / Cupboard Worktops

30mm worktop for the top of the housing. Available in
Multiplex (laminated beech ply) or Lino (2mm grey linoleum
worksurface bonded to a wooden core).
Metal top tray with 3 raised sides to prevent accidental roll
off of items. Inlaid is a ribbed rubber mat. Increases height by
15mm. Supplied in RAL7035 light grey only.

Lectern Top
Writing top unit with integral pen tray and front lip. 130mm
high at the rear.

For the complete range of verso cabinet
accessories please see our online catalogue

qr.bottltd.co.uk/22uk-verso-cab-acc
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Bench Backpanels
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Available in perfo, louvre and combination styles.
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qr.bottltd.co.uk/22uk-verso-wb-acc

seating

For the complete range of verso bench
accessories please see our online catalogue
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For direct fitment to the worktop, suitable for any bench.

cubio
cupboards

complete with end wing plates and rear mounting channels.
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mobile

Backpanel set utilising the reinforced horizontal panels
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